FACT SHEET

Take Control of Your Custom Code
with a Health Check
Powered by Solution Manager as a Managed Service

After spending time and resources building custom
SAP code for your company, finding out that some
code is going unused, causing higher support and
testing efforts – especially on upgrades – or there’s
no documentation of current custom objects can be
frustrating. In addition, as more changes and
customizations are added, there’s a higher chance
updates will begin to overlap and likely result in
more harm than good if it’s not managed correctly.
When custom code is added to your SAP system, it
can add many benefits and time savers, but it tends
to be the most expensive piece from the perspective
of running the system. Because custom code is
added in manually, time to complete tasks is longer,
and providing output becomes more difficult.
With the right partner, your business can achieve
efficient management of custom code, create a
custom code strategy, and find areas for
improvement. By making sure your existing custom
code is optimized, you’ll ensure that your business is
well positioned for its digital journey.

Solution Manager as a
Managed Service
Solution Manager as a Managed Service
(SMaaMS) allows you to realize the full
benefits of Solution Manager without having
to worry about maintaining hardware,
configuring the system, and having the
internal knowledge to keep the system up
to date.

HOW IT WORKS
On-demand Custom Code Health Checks provide
your company with a detailed analysis and
transparency into your custom code to help you
understand what code exists, how much it is
actually used, and if it is appropriate. itelligence will
assist your company with custom code management
and an analysis of your custom code objects,
including usage, quality, and optimization.
BENEFITS FOR YOUR BUSINESS


Transparency and analysis of custom code
footprint



Recommendations for efficiency gains and less
overhead



Identifiable improvements



Efficient management of custom code



Access to Solution Manager as a Service

1

No infrastructure, license, or
upgrade costs

2

Predictable and affordable
pricing

3

Complete set-up and
configuration in two weeks
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